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1. Introduction
Agreements. All spaces are assumed to be T0-spaces of weight less than or equal to a ﬁxed inﬁnite cardinal denoted by τ .
An ordinal is identiﬁed with the set of all ordinals less than this ordinal. A cardinal is identiﬁed with the minimal ordinal
of this cardinality. The ﬁrst inﬁnite cardinal is denoted by ω. The ﬁrst cardinal larger than a given cardinal ν is denoted
by ν+ . The set of all ﬁnite subsets (including the empty set) of a cardinal ν is denoted by F(ν). In the case, where ν = τ
we write F instead of F(τ ).
The domain of a mapping f is denoted by D f and the range by R f . The mappings of spaces are not necessary to be
continuous.
K-mappings. Let K be a class of subsets (that is, K consists of pairs (Q , X), where Q is a subset of space X ) and μ a
cardinal. The class K is said to be μ-additive if the condition (Q δ, X) ∈ K, δ ∈ μ, implies that (Q , X) ∈ K, where Q =⋃{Q δ: δ ∈ μ}.
A mapping f is said to be a K-mapping if ( f −1(U ), D f ) ∈ K for every open subset U of R f .
Universal mappings. Let f and F be two mappings of spaces. A pair (i, j), where i is a topological embedding of D f into
DF and j is a topological embedding of R f into RF such that j ◦ f = F ◦ i, is said to be a topological embedding of f into F .
We note that f and F are not necessary to be continuous.
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(b) for every element f of F there exists a topological embedding (i f , j f ) of f into F . (Some other kinds of universality are
considered in [8] (isometric universality) and in [3] (“Borel” universality).)
Universal G-spaces. Let G be a (multiplicative) group. By an action of G on a set X we mean a mapping F of G × X into
X such that: (a) F (gh, x) = F (g, F (h, x)) for every g,h ∈ G and x ∈ X and (b) F (e, x) = x for every x ∈ X , where e is the
unit of G . In the case, where G is a topological group and X is a topological space the pair (X, F ) is said to be a G-space.
A G-space (X, F ) is said to be a topological G-space if F is continuous.
A G-space (T , F T ) is said to be topologically universal in a class B of G-spaces if: (a) (T , F T ) ∈ B and (b) for every element
(X, F X ) of B there exists a topological embedding eX of X into T such that
eX ◦ F X = F T ◦ (idG × eX
)
,
that is the following diagram is commutative
G × T F T T
G × X
idG×eX
F X
X
eX
where idG is the identical mapping of G and idG × eX is the mapping of G × X into G × T for which (idG × eX )(g, x) =
(g, eX (x)) for every g ∈ G and x ∈ X .
We note that the actions of elements of B are not necessary to be continuous (that is, the elements of B are not
necessary to be topological). (There are many papers concerning different aspects of topologically universal topological
G-spaces. We note only the recent papers [4,1], and [13]. In the references of these papers some other related papers are
given.)
Some notions and notations from [7]. In the present paper we shall use notions and notations of [7] (see also [5]). In par-
ticular, we shall use the notion of a Containing Space constructed for an arbitrary indexed collection of spaces. Such a space
depends on a co-mark M of S and a family R of equivalence relations on S and it is denoted by T(M,R). The co-mark M is an
indexed set:
M ≡ {{U Xδ : δ ∈ τ
}
: X ∈ S},
where {U Xδ : δ ∈ τ } is an indexed base for the open subsets of X ∈ S, and R is an indexed family:
R ≡ {∼s: s ∈F},
where ∼s is an equivalence relation on S. (Actually, R satisﬁes some additional conditions.) The construction of Containing
Spaces is almost set-theoretical in the sense that it does not use any topological property except of the notion of a base for
a space.
We shall use also the notions of a saturated class of spaces, of a saturated class of subsets, and a complete saturated class of
subsets. All these classes are deﬁned through the construction of Containing Spaces. In their deﬁnitions we do not use any
concrete topological property of spaces.
Saturated classes are deﬁned in the realm of T0-spaces of weight less than or equal to τ . Simultaneously with these
saturated classes we shall consider saturated classes in the realm of T0-spaces of weight less than or equal to a cardinal
μ τ . Such classes will be called (μ)-saturated in order to distinguish these classes from that in the realm of T0-space of
weight  τ .
Examples of saturated classes of spaces are given below (in all cases, by dimension we mean the dimension ind, which
formally can be deﬁned for any topological space):
(1) The class of all spaces.
(2) The class of all regular spaces.
(3) The class of all completely regular spaces.
(4) The class of all spaces X which can be represented as a union of ν many zero-dimensional subsets of X , where ν  τ
is a ﬁxed cardinal.
(5) The class of all spaces X which can be represented as a union of closed ﬁnite-dimensional subsets of X , where ν  τ
is a ﬁxed cardinal.
(6) The class of all locally ﬁnite-dimensional spaces.
(7) The class of all spaces of dimension ind less than or equal to an integer n ∈ ω.
(8) The class of all spaces of dimension ind less than or equal to a non-ﬁnite ordinal α ∈ ν+ .
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(10) The intersection of the class of all completely regular spaces with any of the classes (4)–(8).
We note that the above classes (1)–(10) are also (μ)-saturated classes of spaces in the realm of T0-spaces of weight less
than or equal to a cardinal μ. (In this case it supposed that ν μ.)
Borel type sets. (About Borel sets see, for example, [10] and [11].) Let X be a space and ν  τ a cardinal. For every α ∈ ν+
we deﬁne by induction a set Gνα ≡ Gνα(X) of subsets of X as follows: Gν0 is the set of all open subsets of X . If α = 0 is an
odd (respectively, an even) ordinal, then Gνα consists of all intersections (respectively, of all unions) of ν many elements of
the already deﬁned set
⋃{Gνβ : β ∈ α}.
Similarly, for every α ∈ ν+ we deﬁne by induction a set F να ≡ F να(X) of subsets of X as follows: F ν0 is the set of all
closed subsets of X . If α = 0 is an odd (respectively, an even) ordinal, then F να consists of all unions (respectively, of all
intersections) of τ many elements of the set
⋃{F νβ : β ∈ α}.
In [7] it is proved that for every α ∈ ν+ the class K(Gνα) (respectively, the class K(F να)) consisting of all pairs (Q , X),
where X is a space and Q ∈ Gνα(X) (respectively, Q ∈ F να(X)), is a complete saturated class of subsets. We note that the
class K(Gνα) for an even ordinal α and the class K(F
ν
α) for an odd ordinal α are ν-additive.
It is easy to verify that for a regular space X we have
⋃{
Gτβ : β ∈ α
}=
⋃{
F τβ : β ∈ α
}
.
If moreover τ = ω, then the elements of the above set ⋃{Gωβ : β ∈ α} =
⋃{Fωβ : β ∈ α} are exactly the Borel subsets of X .
The present paper. The main results of the present paper are Propositions 2.1, 2.4, and 3.1. Although the only restriction on
the considered spaces is that they are T0-spaces of weight  τ , at the same time in the realm of the separable metrizable
spaces these propositions give also new results.
In the book [7] (see Proposition 6.1.6) it is proved that if D and R are saturated classes of spaces of weight  τ , then
in the class of all continuous mappings with the domain in D and range in R there exists topologically universal elements
(see also [6]). In [9] (see Proposition 2.1), in the case, where D and R consists of separable metrizable spaces, this result is
extended to Borel mappings of a given additive class α. Here, we generalize both of the above results. In Proposition 2.1 of
the present paper, D is considered to be a saturated class of spaces of weight  τ , R a (μ)-saturated class of spaces, μ τ ,
and the mappings are considered to be K-mappings, where K is a μ-additive complete saturated class of subsets.
In [7] (see Proposition 6.2.5) it is proved that if D is a saturated class of spaces of weight  τ and Y is a ﬁxed space of
weight μ τ , then in the class of all continuous mappings with the domain in D and range in Y there exist topologically
universal elements. In Proposition 2.3 of the present paper we extend this result to K-mappings, where K is a τ -additive
complete saturated class of spaces. In particular, we have the following consequence (see Corollary 2.6): if D is a saturated
class of separable metrizable spaces and Y is a separable metrizable space, then in the class of all Borel mappings of a ﬁxed
additive class α ∈ ω+ there exist topologically universal elements.
In [7] (see Proposition 7.1.10) it is proved that if G is an arbitrary topological group of weight  τ and R is a saturated
class of spaces of weight  τ , then in the class of all G-spaces (X, F X ), where X is an element of R and F X is a continuous
mapping, there exist topologically universal elements. In [9] (see Proposition 3.1) it is proved that for an arbitrary separable
metrizable group G and α ∈ ω+ in the class of all G-spaces (X, F X ), where X belongs to a given saturated class of separable
metrizable spaces and the action F X of G on X is a Borel mapping of the additive class α ∈ ω+ , there exist topologically
universal elements. Proposition 3.1 of the present paper extends both of these results: for an arbitrary topological group G
of weight  τ , a saturated class R of spaces of weight  τ , and a τ -additive complete saturated class K of subsets, in the
class of all G-spaces (X, F X ), where X ∈ R and F X is a K-mapping, there exist topologically universal elements. We omit
the proof of Proposition 3.1. It can be done considering the actions of G-spaces as a special kind of K-mappings and using
the constructed in Proposition 2.1 topologically universal K-mappings.
Universal G-spaces whose actions are not continuous are considered, for example, in [12,14,2], and [3]. In [12] and [14]
it is proved that if G is a locally compact group, then in the class of all G-spaces (X, F X ), where X is a Polish space and F X
is a Borel mapping, there exists a universal element (T , F T ) (in the sense of [3]). In [3] (see also [2]) this results is extended
to all Polish groups. Moreover, in [3] it is proved that the space T can be assumed to be compact and F T continuous.
2. Universal mappings
Proposition 2.1. Let D be a saturated class of spaces, R a (μ)-saturated class of spaces, where μ τ , and K a μ-additive complete
saturated class of subsets. Then, in the class of all K-mappings with the domain in D and range in R there exist topologically universal
elements.
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F such that for every g of F there exists an element f of F, a homeomorphism h
Dg
D f
of Dg onto D f , and a homeomorphism
h
Rg
R f
of Rg onto R f such that
f ◦ iDgD f = i
Rg
R f
◦ g. (2.1)
The indexed collection of the domains of elements of F will be denoted by Sd and the indexed collection of ranges by Sr .
Thus, Sd is an indexed collection of elements of D and Sr is an indexed collection of elements of R.
Since the class R is (μ)-saturated there exist: (a) an initial co-mark
Mr ≡ {{U R fε : ε ∈ μ
}
: R f ∈ Sr
}
of Sr corresponding to the class R and (b) an initial family
Rr ≡ {∼sr : s ∈F(μ)
}
of equivalence relations on Sr corresponding to the co-mark Mr and the class R. Thus, the Containing Space Tr ≡ T(Mr,Rr)
belongs to R.
Since the class D is saturated there exist: (a) an initial co-mark Md,+ of Sd corresponding to the class D and (b) an initial
family Rd,+ of equivalence relations on Sd corresponding to the co-mark Md,+ and the class D.
We set
Qε ≡
{
Q
D f
ε ≡ f −1
(
U
R f
ε
)
: D f ∈ Sd
}
, ε ∈ μ.
Obviously, Qε is a restriction of Sd . Since the class K is complete and all elements of F are K-mappings this restriction is
complete. Therefore, there exist: (a) a co-mark Md,0ε of Sd and (b) an M
d,0
ε -admissible family R
d,0
ε of equivalence relations on
Sd such that Qε is (M
d,0
ε ,R
d,0
ε )-complete.
Since K is saturated, for every ε ∈ μ there exist: (a) an initial co-mark Mdε of Sd corresponding to the restriction Qε and
the class K and (b) an initial family Rdε of equivalence relations on Sd corresponding to the co-mark M
d
ε , the restriction Qε ,
and the class K.
Denote by Md a co-mark of Sd which is simultaneously a co-extension of the co-mark Md,+ and all co-marks Md,0ε and
Mdε , ε ∈ μ.
Also, denote by
Rd ≡ {∼sd: s ∈F
}
an admissible family of equivalence relations on Sd which is simultaneously a ﬁnal reﬁnement of the family Rd,+ and all
families Rd,0ε and Rdε , ε ∈ μ.
The family Rr deﬁnes on the indexed family Sd a family
Rr,d ≡ {∼sr,d: s ∈F
}
of equivalence relation as follows: two element D f and Dg of Sd are ∼sr,d-equivalent for some s ∈ F if and only if the
elements R f and Rg of Sr are ∼s∩μr -equivalent. (We note that s ∩ μ is an element of F(μ).) Obviously, this family is
admissible. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can suppose that Rd is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of Rr,d .
On the other hand, the family
Rd,r ≡ {∼sd: s ∈F(μ)
}
is an admissible family of equivalence relations on Sr (we use the fact that F(μ) ⊂ F ), which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of Rr .
Therefore, replacing if it is necessary the family Rr by Rd,r we can suppose that two elements D f and Dg of Sd are ∼sd-
equivalent, where s ∈ F(μ), if and only if the elements R f and Rg are ∼sr-equivalent. This means that if L is an element
of C(Rr), then the set H of all elements D f of Sd for which R f belongs to L is an element of C(Rd).
Thus, we can consider the Containing Space Td ≡ T(Md,Rd) and its subsets
Td(H|Qε ) ≡ T
(
Md
∣∣
Qε
,Rd
∣∣
Qε
,H|Qε
)
, ε ∈ μ, H ∈ C(Rd).
By construction we have the following properties:
(1) the space Td belongs to D,
(2) the restriction Qε is (Md,Rd)-complete, and
(3) the pair (Td(H|Qε ),Td) belongs to K.
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an element (x, D f ) of a and let ( f (x), R f ) belongs to a point b of Tr . Then, we set F (a) = b. In order to prove that F is
well deﬁned we need to prove that if (y, Dg) ∈ a, then (g(y), Rg) ∈ b. Let (y, Dg) ∈ a. By the deﬁnition of the elements of
the Containing Spaces, D f and Dg are ∼sd-equivalent for every s ∈ F . By the construction of the families Rd and Rr , the
elements R f and Rg of Sr are ∼sr-equivalent for every s ∈F(μ). It is remain to prove that the point f (x) of R f belongs to
U
R f
ε for some ε ∈ μ if and only if the point g(y) of Rg belongs to U Rgε for the same ε. Let f (x) ∈ U R fε . Then, x ∈ f −1(U R fε )
and, therefore, a ∈ Td|Qε . Since Qε is (Md,Rd)-complete we have y ∈ f −1(U Rgε ) and, therefore, g(y) ∈ U Rgε . Similarly, if
g(y) ∈ U Rgε , then f (x) ∈ U R fε . Thus, the mapping F is well deﬁned.
Furthermore, we prove that F is a K-mapping. Since K is μ-additive it suﬃces to prove that there exists a basis B for
the open subsets of Tr such that the pair (F−1(U ),Td) belongs to K for every U ∈ B . We shall prove that as B we can take
the standard base BT
r
for Tr . Indeed, let U T
r
ε (L) be an element of B
Tr , where L ∈ C(Rr). By the above property (3), to prove
that (F−1(U Trε (L)),Td) ∈ K it suﬃces to prove that
F−1
(
U T
r
ε (L)
)= T(Md∣∣Qε ,Rd
∣∣
Qε
,H|Qε
)
, (2.2)
where H is the element of C(Rd) consisting of all elements D f of Sd for which R f belongs to L.
Let a be a point of F−1(U Trε (L)). Let (x, D f ) ∈ a. Consider the point b of U Trε (L) such that a ∈ F−1(b). By the deﬁnition
of F , ( f (x), R f ) ∈ b. Since b ∈ U Trε (L), f (x) ∈ U R fε . Hence, x ∈ f −1(U R fε ), which means that a ∈ Td|Qε . Since D f ∈ H we have
a ∈ T(Md|Qε ,Rd|Qε ,H|Qε ). Thus, the left side of the relation (2) is contained in the right.
Conversely, let a be a point of T(Md|Qε ,Rd|Qε ,H|Qε ). Let (x, D f ) ∈ a. Then, D f ∈ H and x ∈ f −1(U R fε ). Therefore, R f ∈ L
and f (x) ∈ U R fε . Consider the point b = F (a) of Tr . By the deﬁnition of F , this point contains the pair ( f (x), R f ) which
means that b ∈ U Trε (L). Hence, a ∈ F−1(U Trε (L)). Thus, the right side of the relation (2.2) is contained in the left proving this
relation.
Finally, we prove that the mapping F is topologically universal in the class F. Indeed, let g ∈ F. By the deﬁnition of F,
there exist an element f of F, a homeomorphism h
Dg
D f
of Dg onto D f , and a homeomorphism h
Rg
R f
of Rg onto R f satisfying
relation (2.1). Let i
D f
Td
be the natural embedding of D f into the Containing Space Td and i
R f
Tr the natural embedding of R f
into the Containing Space Tr . Therefore, we have
F ◦ iD f
Td
= iR fTr ◦ f . (2.3)
Relations (2.1) and (2.3) imply that
F ◦ iDg
Td
= iRgTr ◦ g, (2.4)
where i
Dg
Td
= iD f
Td
◦ hDgD f and i
Rg
Tr = i
R f
Tr ◦ h
Rg
R f
. Since i
Dg
Td
is an embedding of Dg into Td and i
Rg
Tr is an embedding of Rg into T
r ,
relation (2.4) shows that F is a topologically universal element in the class F completing the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 2.2. LetD be one of the saturated classes (1)–(10) andR one of the (μ)-saturated classes (1)–(10)mentioned in Introduction,
where μ τ . Let also α ∈ μ+ be an ordinal and K the class K(Gμα ) if α is even or the class K(Fμα ) if α is odd. Then, in the class of all
K-mappings with the domain in D and range in R there exist topologically universal elements.
Corollary 2.3. (See Proposition 2.1 of [9].) Let D and R be saturated classes of separable metrizable spaces and α ∈ ω+ . Then, in the
class of all Borel mappings of the additive class α with the domain in D and range in R there exist topologically universal elements.
Proposition 2.4. Let D be a saturated class of spaces, Y a ﬁxed space of weight μ τ , and K a μ-additive saturated class of subsets.
Then, in the class of all K-mappings with the domain in D and range in Y there are topologically universal elements.
Proof. Denote by F the class of all K-mappings with the domain in D and range in Y. Let F be an indexed set of elements
of F such that for every g of F there exists an element f of F and a homeomorphism h
Dg
D f
of Dg onto D f such that
f ◦ iDgD f = g. (2.5)
The indexed collection of the domains of elements of F will be denoted by S. Thus, S is an indexed collection of elements
of D.
Since the class D is saturated there exist: (a) an initial co-mark M+ of S corresponding to the class D and (b) an initial
family R+ of equivalence relations on S corresponding to the co-mark M+ and the class D.
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BY ≡ {UYε : ε ∈ μ
}
an indexed base for the open subsets of Y.
We set
Qε ≡
{
Q
D f
ε ≡ f −1
(
UYε
)
: D f ∈ S
}
, ε ∈ μ.
Obviously, Qε is a restriction of S. Since the class K is complete and all elements of F are K-mappings this restriction is
complete. Therefore, there exist: (a) a co-mark M0ε of S and (b) an M
0
ε-admissible family R
0
ε of equivalence relations on S
such that Qε is (M0ε,R
0
ε)-complete.
Since K is saturated, for every ε ∈ μ there exist: (a) an initial co-mark Mε of S corresponding to the restriction Qε and
the class K and (b) an initial family Rε of equivalence relations on S corresponding to the co-mark Mε , the restriction Qε ,
and the class K.
Denote by M a co-mark of S which is simultaneously a co-extension of the co-mark M+ and all co-marks M0ε and Mε ,
ε ∈ μ.
Also, denote by
R ≡ {∼s: s ∈F}
an admissible family of equivalence relations on S which is simultaneously a ﬁnal reﬁnement of the family R+ and all
families R0ε and Rε , ε ∈ μ.
Thus, we can consider the Containing Space T ≡ T(M,R) and its subsets
T|Qε ≡ T(M|Qε ,R|Qε ), ε ∈ μ.
By construction we have
(1) the space T belongs to D,
(2) the restriction Qε is (M,R)-complete, and
(3) the pair (T|Qε ,T) belongs to K.
Now, we construct a mapping F of the Containing Space T into the space Y. Let a be a point of T. Consider an element
(x, D f ) of a and let f (x) = b ∈ Y. Then, we set F (a) = b. In order to prove that F is well deﬁned we need to prove that
if (y, Dg) ∈ a, then g(y) = b. Let (y, Dg) ∈ a. Since Y is a T0-space it suﬃces to prove that the point f (x) of Y belongs to
UYε for some ε ∈ μ if and only if the point g(y) of Y belongs to UYε for the same ε. Let f (x) ∈ UYε . Then, x ∈ f −1(UYε ) and,
therefore, a ∈ T|Qε . Since Qε is (M,R)-complete we have y ∈ f −1(UYε ) and, therefore, g(y) ∈ UYε . Similarly, if g(y) ∈ UYε , then
f (x) ∈ UYε . Thus, the mapping F is well deﬁned.
Furthermore, we prove that F is a K-mapping. Since K is μ-additive it suﬃces to prove that the pair (F−1(U ),T) belongs
to K for every U ∈ BY. By property (3), to prove that (F−1(UYε ,T) ∈ K, ε ∈ μ, it suﬃces to prove that
F−1
(
UYε
)= T(M|Qε ,R|Qε ). (2.6)
Let a be a point of F−1(UYε ). Let (x, D f ) ∈ a. Consider the point b ∈ UYε such that a ∈ F−1(b). By the deﬁnition of F , f (x) = b.
Since b ∈ UYε , x ∈ f −1(UYε ), which means that a ∈ T(M|Qε ,R|Qε ). Thus, the left side of the relation (2.6) is contained in the
right.
Conversely, let a be a point of T(M|Qε ,R|Qε ). Let (x, D f ) ∈ a. Since Qε is (M,R)-complete we have x ∈ f −1(UYε ). Therefore,
F (a) = f (x) ∈ UYε , which means that a ∈ F−1(UYε ). Thus, the right side of the relation (2.6) is contained in the left proving
this relation.
Finally, we prove that the mapping F is topologically universal in the class F. Indeed, let g ∈ F. By the deﬁnition of F,
there exist an element f of F and a homeomorphism h
Dg
D f
of Dg onto D f satisfying relation (2.5). Let i
D f
T be the natural
embedding of D f into the Containing Space T. Therefore, we have
F ◦ iD fT = f . (2.7)
Relations (2.5) and (2.7) imply that
F ◦ iDgT = g, (2.8)
where i
Dg
T = i
D f
T ◦ h
Dg
D f
. Since i
Dg
T is an embedding of Dg into T, relation (2.8) shows that F is a topologically universal
element in the class F completing the proof of the theorem. 
82 S. Iliadis / Topology and its Applications 156 (2008) 76–82Corollary 2.5. Let D be one of the saturated classes (1)–(10)mentioned in Introduction and Y a topological space of weight μ τ . Let
also α ∈ μ+ be an ordinal and K the class K(Gμα ) if α is even or the class K(Fμα ) if α is odd. Then, in the class of all K-mappings with
the domain in D and range in Y there exist topologically universal elements.
Corollary 2.6. Let D be a saturated class of separable metrizable spaces and Y a separable metrizable space. Then, in the class of
all Borel mappings of a ﬁxed additive class α ∈ ω+ with the domain in D and range the space Y there exist topologically universal
elements.
3. Universal G-spaces
Proposition 3.1. Let G be an arbitrary topological group, R a saturated class of spaces, and K a τ -additive complete saturated class of
subsets. Then, in the class of all G-spaces (X, F X ), where X is an element of R and F X is a K-mapping, there exist universal elements.
Corollary 3.2. Let G be an arbitrary topological group and R one of the saturated classes (1)–(10)mentioned in Introduction. Let also
α ∈ τ+ be an ordinal and K the class K(Gτα) if α is even or the class K(F τα) if α is odd. Then, in the class of all G-spaces (X, F X ),
where X is an element of R and F X is a K-mapping, there exist universal element.
Corollary 3.3. (See Proposition 3.1 of [9].) Let G be an arbitrary separable metrizable group,R a saturated class of separable metrizable
spaces, and α ∈ ω+ . Then, in the class of all G-spaces (X, F X ), where X ∈ R and F X is a Borel mapping of the additive class α, there
exist topologically universal elements.
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